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SLIPPERY ROCK WATERSHED COALITION MONTHLY ACTIVITIES UPDATE 

 
NEXT MEETING:  TBD per COVID-19 regulations; tentatively planned for 7 PM on 8/11/22 at Jennings Environ-
mental Education Center.  Pizza/pop return; social distancing will be followed.  July meeting was cancelled. 

Duluth Hosts a Memorable ASRS Conference 
 
The 39th annual meeting of the American Society of Reclamation Sciences (ASRS) was held from June 12 – 
16 in Duluth Minnesota. This was the inaugural meet of the society with the current name, which was previ-
ously known as the American Society of Mining and Reclamation (ASMR). The name change and overall 
spirit of the society moving forward is to welcome and apply reclamation sci-
ences to a broad array of industries that exhibit earth disturbances and im-
pacts the environment. Obviously, mining can be a major player in this area; 
however, the knowledge base that mining has taught reclamation scientists 
and industry practitioners can be beneficial to other disciplines that face 
similar reclamation challenges. 
 
A few of the highlights from this year’s conference (outside of the wonderful 
content from the presenters) were the professional field tours. The first field 
tour was the Taconite tour, which took us into Minnesota’s Iron Range min-
ing district at the newly renovated Hibbing Mine View overlooking the Hull 
Rust Mahoning Mine Complex. This area is known as the “Grand Canyon of 
the North” and for good reason. This unique 360-degree overlook allowed 
visitors to see the evolution of reclamation on the Iron Range and how even 
the earliest mining activities here stockpiled lower quality ores for future pro-
cessing even when they did not have the ability to mine those resources efficiently at the time. On a side 
note, Minnesota’s Iron Range has direct ties to the steel mills of Pittsburgh, as this was the source of much 
of iron used for steel production in Pittsburgh. The tour showed various reclamation styles raging from uses 
as pit lakes, farmland, wetlands, and outlets for recreation. Most notably the Redhead Mountain Bike Park 
developed a nationally renowned trail system on 1,225 acres of former Iron Range mineland. This park is 
touted for its current recreational use, but if the mining industry decides to return to further mine the area it 
will be easy to do so, as there is essentially no infrastructure associated with the 
trail system. 
 
The other notable tour was the peat mining and reclamation field tour which was 
coupled with the Talon Metals field tour. Participants were shown two different 
methods of peat harvesting. The first was a novel approach where large vacuum 
units are run over scarified peat bogs where the peat is harvested in small lifts 
over an extended timeframe. From that point the peat at this operation was 
bagged into the commercially available peat bales that most people can find at 
Lowes or Home Depot. The other peat mine operation employed more of a tradi-
tional mining approach where they excavated that material for harvest and created an open water recreation-
al resource as they complete their mining. Participants also got to see some of the wetlands/bogs that these 
companies are creating (sometimes in the same footprint as their completed mining operation) to encourage 
the eventual creation of future peat reserves. The Talon Metals field tour was an ongoing exploratory effort 
with drilling to map the extents and develop a mining plan for an extremely high-grade copper/nickel deposit. 
This was an exciting discovery for Minnesota as they will potentially possess a domestic nickel source for 
battery production which will be in high demand with the uptick of electric cars. High grade Cu/Ni + PGE de-
posits are quite rare and potentially having a large one located domestically will be beneficial for Talon Min-
ing and various American based companies. 
 
Overall, the Duluth conference was very insightful and enjoyable. Note that if you ever plan to visit Duluth,  
dress accordingly — it is referred to by the locals as ‘the air-conditioned city’ (it sits on the 
beginning shores of Lake Superior’s cold waters). If you by chance don’t have the correct clothes with 
you, fear not — Duluth Trading Company is a sure-fire way to be prepared for the climate. 

A retired historic freight ship at the 
William A Irving Museum  
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SRWC/Grove City College Partnership Continues to Protect the Watershed 
 

On Friday, July 1, SRWC participant Shaun Busler and Grove City College  
assistant professor of Biology Dr. Darren Wood headed to the great outdoors 
on a type of biologist’s treasure hunt.  The pair were in search of wetland  
monitoring points at the Erico Bridge passive treatment system, which was  
created in 2003 to treat heavily impacted water in Seaton Creek, Venango 
Township.  Seaton Creek is the major tributary most heavily impacted by  
historical coal mining activities within the Slippery Rock Creek Watershed. The 
restoration effort covers about 24 acres and its components consist of 3 ALDs, 5 
settling ponds, 2 wetlands, and a horizontal flow limestone bed installed to treat 
5 mine discharges from an abandoned underground mine.  Dr. Wood and 
Shaun spent several hours the morning of July 1 attempting to locate wetland 
monitoring points that were established nearly 20 years ago when the site was 
constructed.  Similar to hunting a needle in a haystack but  
thankfully not that difficult, 3 of the 7 points were found and marked 
by tying red flagging.  Dr. Wood and Shaun specifically were  
searching for PVC pipe used to indicate where the sample points 
were.   
 
With almost 20 years having passed since the treatment system was 
constructed, naturally some changes in the treatment wetlands would 
happen.  One pipe was discovered by Shaun and Dr. Wood with only 
about six inches exposed, when between 2 and a half to 3 feet of pipe 
should have been sticking out from the surface!  So much iron had 
accumulated in the system that only six inches of pipe could be seen!  
It’s interesting changes like this one that intrigue Dr. Wood, who 
teaches classes such as Fisheries and Aquatic Biology, Basis of Ani-
mal Behavior, Wildlife and Conservation Biology, Ecology, and GIS.  
Dr. Wood will be mentoring current and future students through differ-
ent projects depending on particular interest and overall career goals.  
Marybeth Slack, a junior Biology major, will be assessing the changes 
in plant communities nearly 20 years post restoration and comparing 
the results to a study completed in 2004.  Additional student research 
will be tailored to individual interests. We look forward to learning 
about the students’ discoveries! 

The historic North Hibbing Hull 
Rust Mahoning Mine 
View overlooks one of the largest 
open pit iron ore mines in the 
world! The mine view gives  
visitors sight access to 30-40 
miles over the City of Hibbing and 
125+ years of continuous iron ore 
mining in Minnesota. The “Grand 
Canyon of the North” was a  
popular tour at this year’s ASRS 
Conference (see article, front 
page).  Opening to the public in 
spring 2019, the new Hull Rust 
Mine View attracted more than 
25,000 visitors representing all 50 
states and over 40 countries in its 
first season alone.  
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Beautiful flowers and buzzing 
bees are all around us in sum-
mertime!  Sometimes we might 
feel threatened when bees are 
nearby, but bees are actually su-
per important creatures.  Bees 
produce honey, and pollinate wild 
plants and food crops.  More than 
90 crops rely on bee pollination.  
About one-third of food eaten in 
America comes from crops polli-
nated by honey bees, including 
apples, cherries, blueberries, 
raspberries, watermelon, pump-
kins, broccoli, melons, grapes, 
tomatoes, plums, pears, avoca-
dos, carrots, cucumber, lemons, 
limes, and much more.  And re-
member, not all bees sting!  Male 
bees do not have stingers.  Even 
not all females can, or want to, 
sting.  Bees will sting only if 
threatened.  Did you know the 
number of bees in America has 
been decreasing a lot?  Beekeep-
ers in Pennsylvania saw a loss of 
41 percent of their hive popula-
tions in 2021, and the national 
average loss for beekeepers was 
45 percent.  We should protect 
and help bees when possible, 
and that’s what our maze is all 
about!  See if you can help the 
bee reach the flower below.  If 
you send us you’re completed 
page, we’ll send a $1 Amazon 
credit to a parent’s email address.  
You can save up your credits to 
buy something extra special!  
Happy summer!  

Bee Maze 
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Passing the Internship Torch: 
 

From Older Brother to Younger Brother 
 

The use of conductivity dataloggers is the and most cost-effective and efficient method to collect water quali-
ty data on a continual basis.  A Colcom Foundation grant has allowed the SRWC to permanently place a to-
tal of 12 conductivity data loggers throughout the watershed to cover the main stem and all major tributaries, 
translating to 4 streams.  The conductivity measurement can be useful in depicting the general quality of the 
stream.  As a baseline is developed, significant changes in conductivity or temperature may indicate a dis-
charge of pollution.  These dataloggers must be downloaded from time to time, and that’s when our volun-
teers and interns play an important role in data collection!  With datalogger intern Isaac Busler headed off to 
college, younger brother Ben Busler has stepped into the role.  Ben is entering his Junior year at Butler 
Senior High School, and has already accumulated valuable experience working with watershed groups by 
volunteering time with the Aultman Watershed Association for Restoring the Environment (AWARE).  Now 
he has inherited the job of overseeing 6 of the 12 dataloggers in the Slippery Rock Creek Watershed.  On 
July 9, Ben headed out into the watershed to 
download the dataloggers onto a shuttle device, 
with data to be later uploaded to the SRWC web 
page.  Ben will do this on a quarterly basis, trav-
eling to spots on the Slippery Rock Creek at 
Rock Falls, Branchton, and Boyers, as well as 
locations at Muddy Creek, Big Run, and the 
South Branch of Slippery Rock Creek, an im-
portant tributary.  On July 9, the first step of his 
job was to clean off dirt and mud which had ac-
cumulated on the dataloggers, using a brush 
and Q-tips for the more delicate sensors.  Some 
dataloggers were positioned in such a way as to 
make for relatively easy access.  Others re-
quired the use of a machete while avoiding large 
patches of poison ivy and multiflora rosebush.  
Ben is happy to be helping out the SRWC while 
spending time outdoors, and is excited to see 
what data has been collected by the datalogger 


